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ABSTRACT
In discussions on network neutrality, cost-sharing imbalances
between heavy- and light-use subscribers are considered as
threats to Internet sustainability. The reason for this is that
although exponential traffic growth requires ISPs to invest in
network bandwidth, ISPs cannot obtain more revenue from
Internet access charges because of flat-rate pricing. We pro-
pose a network architecture to realize a “pay more to get
better service” policy while preserving flat-rate pricing and
best-effort Internet architecture. The architecture is inspired
by “road space rationing,” a concept applied successfully
to travel demand management in big cities such as Athens,
Mexico City, and Sao Paulo. The architecture divides the
entire network into a large number of network slices, with
subscribers divided into the same number of groups. The
subscribers of each subgroup normally have access only to
the corresponding slice. When better throughput is required,
subscribers pay for more accessible network slices. We dis-
cuss how to implement the architecture with existing Internet
protocols.

1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of Internet traffic remains

persistent because of continually emerging network ap-
plications such as e-mail, Web, P2P, and VoD. Such
growth requires ISPs to continuously invest in their net-
work infrastructures. However, especially in developed
countries, the growth of ISP revenue will not sufficiently
compensate for this investment. The reasons for this
are that the number of subscribers is unlikely to in-
crease because of higher Internet penetration, and that
subscription fees per subscriber remain the same be-
cause of flat-rate ISP pricing. According to network
usage analysis in Japan, a small number of subscribers
account for the most traffic on the Internet. For exam-
ple, only the top 4% of subscribers use more than 2.5
GB/day (or 230 kbps), accounting for 75 and 60% of
total uploading and total downloading traffic, respec-
tively [6]. The bandwidth for many other subscribers
is very small compared to their access circuits, e.g., the
modal download traffic on fiber-to-the-home (FTTH)
networks is only 94 MB/day (or 8.7 Kbps), while sub-

scribers’traffic has grown. Therefore, the current cost-
share balance between heavy- and light-use subscribers
is highly unequal. This imbalance makes it difficult to
convince subscribers of the need to increase flat-rate
ISP prices, even to support traffic growth. Without
ISP investment, it is obvious that network quality will
only becomes worse. Furthermore, the Internet could
collapse because of shortage of bandwidth capacity in
handling traffic growth. These unbalanced and unsus-
tainable cost-sharing problems have been pointed out in
network neutrality discussions. Thus, we need a system
to provide subscribers with the incentive to share more
of the network cost.

For instance, some Japanese ISPs decided to apply
a 15-30 GB/day upstream traffic limit for residential
access to protect their network quality [1]. The ISPs
have offered another service for business subscribers to
those customers who want to send more data with a 10
to 100 times higher fee. However, since only a small
number of subscribers use the limit, the contribution to
redress the imbalance is marginal. Furthermore, even
if an ISP offers some differentiation between residential
and business subscribers, the differentiation is not en-
sured throughout the Internet. Service differentiation
strategy and its pricing is expected to increase the rev-
enue in Internet access service. Furthermore, the larger
the number and more granular differentiation classes
are provided, the more subscribers can be satisfied with
maximizing the profit of ISPs. For the purpose of sus-
tainable Internet growth, pricing should reflect the us-
age share of bottleneck that is not only in terms of band-
width but also in terms of investment. For instance, if
most of a bottleneck is subscriber access, such as CATV
or ADSL, traffic volume pricing metered by access is
appropriate. On other hand, if the bottleneck is not
access, such as transit of Tier-1 or access to a popu-
lar Web service in an FTTH environment, the volume
meter does not reflect the real cost/benefit. In addi-
tion, a pricing mechanism valid for inter-domain traffic
is expected.

Diffserv provides a differentiated service using a tag
in each packet [5]. However, this mechanism cannot



contribute to best-effort traffic consuming the most of
network bandwidth with numerous Web-based appli-
cations. Because Diffserv is designed to obtain higher
revenue from traffic, such as VoIP and VPN, other than
best-effort traffic. Diffserv ’s effective area is limited,
i.e., to its own ISP and consolidation, because quality
of service (QoS) provisioning across several ISPs is still
a challenge.

We believe a network architecture that accomplishes
differentiation throughout the Internet is key to ensure
Internet sustainability. The primary objective of this
paper is to establish a network architecture in which
traffic from subscribers paying more wins out over that
from others paying less, in the form of “pay more to get
better service.” We propose a novel Internet QoS ar-
chitecture inspired by road space rationing (RSR) used
in managing travel demands. This architecture can be
constructed with minimal modifications of existing net-
works by discussing its implementation. We also discuss
how this QoS architecture fits with a Flexible Arrays of
Inexpensive Network (FAIN), a parallel Internet archi-
tecture we have proposed previously [11]. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the original RSR concept and its application on the
Internet. Section 3 shows the FAIN architecture we
previously proposed. Section 4 discusses how to con-
struct RSR on FAINs. Section 5 discusses operational
and implementation issues. We conclude the paper in
Section 6.

2. ROAD SPACE RATIONING IN TRAFFIC
DEMAND CONTROL AND ITS APPLI-
CATION TO THE INTERNET

In the context of travel demand management in cities,
RSR is a well known and effective strategy for reducing
vehicle traffic and air pollution with only a small imple-
mentation cost. Vehicles are restricted from accessing a
designated urban area or city center based on the last
digits of the license number on pre-established days and
during certain periods (typically the peak hours). When
the restriction is based on two digits, a 20% reduction
in traffic is theoretically expected. RSR has brought
about valuable effects on large cities such as Athens,
Mexico City, and Sao Paulo. Although other cities have
considered RSR, it has not been implemented because
of a fundamental drawback. That is, the wealthy can
avoid license number-based restrictions by purchasing a
second or third car. This kind of advantage of wealthy
founded in RSR is that the Internet QoS architecture
has really been expected ever, i.e., “pay more to get
better service.”

In the following sections, we discuss how the RSR
concept applies to the Internet. In general, RSR is
a strategy to equally divide both demand and supply
into the same number of groups and to allocate each di-

vided sub-supply to a sub-demand. Hence, in the case
of traffic demand management, vehicles, considered as
demand, are partitioned into two groups by the last
digits of the license number. Road space as supply,
or more precisely the product of road and time, is di-
vided along the time axis into slots of alternating days.
For Internet RSR, the packet rate is considered as de-
mand, and the network bandwidth as supply. Packets
can be easily partitioned into an appropriate number of
groups using IP header data, which is similar to vehicle
license numbers. However, a time-slot division policy
for the original RSR on a network is impractical. This is
because the temporal resolution of alternating network
usage days is much too coarse. Furthermore, only two
sub-groups is clearly insufficient to redress the greater
than 100-fold imbalance in Internet traffic. On the other
hand, a larger number of time-slots reduces the accessi-
ble time share for each group. Thus, the network should
be partitioned with an alternative approach that does
not worsen subscribers ’experience, and can provide
a large number of groups. The idea that partitioning
a network into thousands of sub-network components
without protocol modification have been presented, for
example, in DynaBone and FAIN [19, 11].

3. FLEXIBLE ARRAYS OF INEXPENSIVE
NETWORKS

The FAIN architecture is a packet-switch network
similar to the present Internet, and comprises a large
number of virtually sliced networks and multiplexer-
demultiplexer (MUX-DEMUX) edges such as DynaBone
[11, 19]. Since unnecessary synchronization points on
the network core are eliminated, a FAIN accomplishes a
“parallel-in-global” design infrastructure that prevents
a “parallel-in-a-box” architecture.
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Figure 1: (A) Network comprising “parallel-in-
a-box” routers. (B) Network based on “parallel-
in-global” architecture.

In FAIN architecture, an entire network is virtually
sliced into multiple networks (Fig. 1). All network com-
ponents except end systems, i.e., routers and links, are



sliced into the same number of virtual components. A
single control plane, i.e., a routing table, is shared among
all the slices (Fig. 2). The network topology of the vir-
tual slice does not differ from that of other slices or
from that of the original network before slicing. The
data plane of a virtual network slice comprises the vir-
tual forwarding engine of the router and the virtual link,
both of which are isolated from the other slices.
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Figure 2: Routing cluster architecture in FAIN
router. Both physical interfaces A and B contain
a thousand logical links. The FAIN router com-
prises routing controller and a thousands virtual
forwarding engines (VFEs). The solid arrows on
left side represent data plane flows, and dotted
ones on right side represent interactions between
controller and VFEs.

Therefore, a packet should not be passed across differ-
ent slices. Virtualized FAIN device arrays are allocated
to one or more physical components by taking into ac-
count the performance and resources of the forwarding
engine sub-array to router chassis and the virtual links
to a physical one. No synchronization mechanism is re-
quired between the physical FAIN devices because the
virtual slices are isolated. Simply adding physical de-
vice units can increase the FAIN component capacity.
To achieve flexible matching between the virtual for-
warding engines and the physical components, a large
number of slices should be used.

All FAIN network edge routers provide every slice ac-
cess to the accommodating subscribers because they act
as MUX-DEMUX components. With a packet from a
network to a subscriber, the FAIN edge ignores the slice
identifier of an egress packet and simply forwards it to
the subscriber. Conversely, with a packet from a sub-
scriber to a network, the FAIN edge router dispatches
an ingress packet on a virtual slice in accordance with
the ISP’s policy, as mentioned later.

To provide the end-to-end slices of a FAIN, a slice
identification field is required in the packet header of the

network layer. The slice identifier enables subscribers
assigned to more than one slice to dispatch a stream to
an appropriate slice based on their own policy, e.g., to
maximize use of the assigned slice sub-array. To maxi-
mize the flexibility of logical slice allocation to the phys-
ical device, a FAIN is required to support a large num-
ber of slices, as in an Internet RSR. We have proposed
using a 20-bit IPv6 flow label field to specify the FAIN
slice identifier [11]. A 20-bit identifier can support one
million FAIN network slices. It creates up to one mil-
lion times accessible slice number differentiation. Note
that according to the IPv6 specification, the flow la-
bel value is chosen by the end-host [7]. However, for
RSR on the Internet, this value should be provided at
the subscriber edge because ISPs compel subscribers to
restrict accessible slices, as discussed later. This differ-
ence only affects the behavior of routers supporting a
FAIN. End-hosts and existing routers can be used with-
out any modification.

4. FAIRNESS AMONG NETWORK SLICES
The basic concept of RSR for the Internet is that

a subscriber with access to a greater number of slices
should receive higher throughput, considering each slice
has equal priority at any point in the Internet. In addi-
tion, ISPs expect more revenue by controlling the num-
ber of accessible slices according to the amount paid
by a subscriber. To achieve this, the following function
modules are required at the router, subscriber edge, and
end-host:

Router: Provide per-slice fairness on every FAIN router.

Subscriber edge: Apply ISP and subscriber contract
at ISP-subscriber edges.

End-host: Transport stack or application to use more
than one slice on the subscriber side.

We next discuss how to satisfy the above require-
ments.

4.1 Router: Per-slice fairness
Per-slice fairness can be implemented by allotting

each FAIN slice to a dedicated queue using fairness-
queuing mechanisms, such as fair queuing, round robin,
and deficit round robin [15, 18]. Put another way,
our approach is to provide a stochastic fairness system
that is effective in the Internet. Stochastic fair queuing
(SFQ) has been extensively studied [17]. However, un-
like our approach, existing SFQ cannot provide global
fairness because it works individually on each router.
Justice, proposed by Eriksson et al., propagates the
weight of weighted fair queuing (WFQ) to all routers
along the path [8]. While Justice provide a fairness
system throughout the Internet, it cannot contribute



to achieve “pay more for better service” in the global
Internet.

4.2 Subscriber Edge: Applying contract
Throughput differentiation is achieved with a number

of accessible slices. An ISP provides only a single slice to
a residential subscriber. For this type of subscriber, the
ISP-subscriber edge router rewrites the slice identifier
field in all ingress packets. According to this approach,
a residential subscriber is not required to manage FAIN
slices. This also allows an ISP to dynamically change
slice identifier allocation with its own policy, e.g., load
balance.

For a subscriber with access to more than one slice,
the edge router should check the slice identifier field
to determine whether to follow the contract. An end-
host of the subscriber can set the slice identifier field of
outgoing packets to deal with his/her own policy and
accessible slices. Contrary to single-slice subscribers,
subscribers with access to multiple slices must manage
slice identifiers on their own. However, multiple-slice
access can expand the design space for best-effort In-
ternet architectures, as described below.

4.3 End-host: Using multiple slices
The simplest way to use multiple slices is to assign the

transport connections to one of the accessible slices. If
a subscriber needs to differentiate between each trans-
port connection, he/she should control the number of
connections in each slice, e.g., by limiting the number
of connections in each slice for premier customers. For
a stalled throughput, the connection can be switched
to another slice only by the subscriber. The second ap-
proach is to give higher priority to critical connections
using multiple slices. The subscriber sends duplicated
or FECd packet streams into dispersed slices and de-
creases the packet loss rate with the number of slices.
Furthermore, the subscriber can assign different prior-
ity levels to different connections by varying the num-
ber of slices. Another possible approach using multiple
slices is to simply assign the packets in a connection
among the slices. Although the datagram throughput
is expected to be proportional to the number of slices,
the transport throughput will worsen. The reason for
this is that adding a slice also increases the packet loss
rate because of per-slice fairness. Consequently, if the
subscriber needs a higher data rate, a multiple connec-
tions approach, such as Grid FTP in application layer,
MPTCP, or CMT-SCTP, should be chosen. It should be
noted that all the above-mentioned advanced multiple-
slices approaches include negative effects, such as wast-
ing bandwidth, increasing out-of-order potential, or re-
quiring additional efforts of end systems. Also note that
even in the simplest way to assign connections to a slice,
a well designed network is required, e.g., the subscriber’

s access must be faster than the bandwidth of each slice.
However, subscribers who can purchase more than one
slice can handle the multiple-slices to take into account
both the positive and negative effects.

Although the modules above mentioned work together,
the functions do not require mutual conversation among
them. For example, the allowed slice identifiers for each
user are unchanged for a short period and are specified
by the contract. The cost of their implementation might
be limited because each is an individual module. Al-
though subscriber differentiation is achieved, it is only
applied to ingress traffic from the subscriber side. That
is, there is no control mechanism for egress traffic to the
subscriber assuming that he/she can receive traffic from
any slice in a FAIN. However, because P2P applications
use bandwidths in both directions for exchanging data,
a strong correlation was found between upstream and
downstream volumes, corresponding to the ingress and
egress traffic in FAIN edges [16]. Consequently, it might
be effective for P2P traffic management to regulate only
ingress traffic.

4.4 Multiple connections
Numerous multiple-connection transport studies have

been reported [9, 4]. We can categorize these studies ac-
cording to their objectives. One line of research aims to
establish multiple connections along with a single path
to achieve higher end-to-end throughput. This is ef-
fective under high-bandwidth delay product situations
to prevent round trip time (RTT) unfairness, even if
it is greedy under other connections. Another set of
studies seeks to establish connections associated with all
available paths to use bandwidth resources. The single-
path approach is still effective even for a single-slice
access subscriber. However, given that an inter-slice
fairness mechanism protects other slices from this traf-
fic, a multiple-slice access subscriber can expect higher
throughput than a single-slice subscriber. The multi-
path approach is attractive not only for its bandwidth
throughput but also for its resiliency against infrastruc-
ture failures. However, the multi-path approach has
been a challenge, not because of the transport issue but
because of routing. It is difficult to ensure multi-path
diversity in the current Internet. If an ISP allows for-
warding table growth with additional topology informa-
tion, a complementary topology approach can provide
path diversity using multi-topology routing [10, 13, 14].
This complementary approach satisfies customers who
requires faster convergence than the existing routing
and faster recovery mechanisms [12]. In the comple-
mentary approach, ISPs make a set of routing tables
that are disjoint from one another by manipulating the
cost metrics. ISPs assign end-to-end slices to each of



the complementary table sets. Subscribers can estab-
lish multiple connections on multiple paths simply by
associating connections with the complementary slices.
ISPs can provide complementary topology as a special
service only for contracted subscribers by checking the
slice identifier at the ISP-subscriber edges.

5. OPERATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
ISSUES

This section discusses issues in RSR for the Internet
from the viewpoint of operation and implementation of
operational networks.

There is an insufficient number of queues on existing
routers, e.g., from less than ten to several thousands
in current models because of resource limitations [2, 3].
This is obviously poor compared with one million (or
20 bits) using IPv6 flow label. In this case, it is pos-
sible to assign more than one slice to a single queue.
For instance, the router aggregates slices only using the
upper bits as three bits for eight queues. Furthermore,
even if the number of queues is different between neigh-
bor routers, assignment can be done individually. The
subscriber can expect differentiation up to the number
of implemented router queues. Any subscriber can de-
cide how many slices to purchase taking into accont the
“effective” number of queues along the utilizing paths.
Note that the number of queues along every path cannot
be determined because packets traverse across varying
paths, several ISPs, and different components. How-
ever, the “effective” number of queues can be estimated
by the infrastructure situation at the time of purchase.

RSR on the Internet is effective across multiple ISPs,
not only a single ISP, because a FAIN slice identifier is
unchanged. In peering between FAIN and legacy net-
works, the border router dispatches a slice identifier to
packets from legacy to FAIN domains, the same as a
subscriber edge. For ISPs, transit and peering payments
are the most important issues. The current pricing is a
flat rate, usage basis, or a combination of the two. A
FAIN creates additional design space since these pric-
ings can be used in it. For instance, a transit ISP can
offer discounted prices to lower tier ISPs by limiting
the number of slice accesses. The transit ISP border
router overwrites the slice identifier according to the
contract. As a result, all subscribers of the lower tier
ISP only receive limited throughput with an affordable
access charge. This approach breaks the FAIN end-
to-end slice architecture. However, it is not a critical
modification because the end-to-end slice identifier does
not involve an existing middlebox that differs from IP
address and transport port number. Even if a FAIN
end-to-end slice must be preserved, an ISP should use
a tunnel technique such as IP-in-IP or GRE, instead of
overwrite.

6. CONCLUSION
We presented the concept of a differentiation mech-

anism into Internet service business consistent with a
“pay more for better service” policy, borrowing from
the RSR concept used in traffic demand control. We
also discussed how to incorporate the concept into our
previously proposed FAIN architecture. The mecha-
nism would help resolve the cost-sharing problem be-
tween heavy- and light-use subscribers raised in net-
work neutrality discussions. Of course, the inter-slice
fairness only applies an instantaneous rate. It cannot
directly redress unbalance in the amount of traffic be-
tween subscribers. However, differentiation according
to the number of slices can satisfy the heavy-subscribers
who continuously generate traffic with any application.
We believe the differentiation is a strong incentive for
pay higher service classes who can pay more. Moreover,
millions of differentiations create new design space even
only effective in instantaneous.

Congestion control and management are the most in-
teresting for the industry such as CONEX in IETF.
RSR is compatible with any type of congestion control
and management, since it is orthogonal to exiting con-
gestion controls. If a link is congested, users in other
slices sharing the link are not aware of the congestion
because every slice is isolated. This may prevent bene-
ficial co-operation between users. However, users in the
same slice can detect congestion, and can co-operate
to prevent congestion. On other hand if the slice is
consumed by only one user at a congested point, other
user traffic is protected, and benefits from slice isola-
tion. Determining which approaches are better for users
and ISPs is for future work.

Current Internet infrastructure comprises many Eth-
ernet switches. To map RSR slices to L2 switch queues,
the slice identifier information should be put down into
L2 headers. A protocol modification in L2 is required
to map a full 20-bit IPv6 flow label field. Another pos-
sibility is to map RSR slice identifiers to 802.1q VLAN
tags. Current Ethernet switches can provide dedicated
queues per VLAN(s).

We did not present any reliable evidence supporting
our concept, that is, how it is better (or worse) than
current Internet architecture and ISPs. For example, it
is important to compare RSR with current pricing va-
rieties, such as pay for amount of traffic, traffic-cap, or
granular flat-rate for different access bandwidths, i.e.,
20 USD/Mo. for 10 Mbps and 30 USD/Mo. for 20
Mbps. Instead, we shed light on the problem and ex-
panded the design space of current best-effort Internet
architectures.
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